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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Dr. Phil.

By Dan Maher ~ Daily Bull

Mino’s Pizza recently released a new product.
This product is expected
to double if not triple sales
over the next quarter. The
new product, you guessed
it, free war m ‘special’
brownies. Obviously the
special part of the brownies is a secret, but you can
use some imagination here.
Top execs came up with
the idea after some recent
experimentation at HQ.
This product is designed to
increase the unsuspecting
victims hunger by bringing
on a severe case of the
munchies. In a college
town, such as Hoton (see
city barricades), the results could be devastating.
Luckily the local Mino’s has
hired a few dozen more
employees to handle the
increased demands. The
plan however is not to
...see Secret Stash on back

Vote for David Klemens as
Homecoming King!

By Scott Nelson ~ Daily Bull

While looking through my incoming
emails on Huskymail, I discovered this
subject line glaring up at me from my
screen, “Can satisfy your girlfriend?”
Well, I began to ponder this question;
can I actually satisfy my girlfriend? Of
course, this email was referring to
Viagra and Cialis, so I would be able
to have “Wonderful Sex 24/7,” which
is wonderful from a physical perspective, but my girlfriend wants so much
more than wonderful sex. When asked,
most girls will say that they want someone who is sweet, caring, romantic,
thoughtful, faithful and loving.
Now, why aren’t they selling an amazing
pill that will satisfy your girlfriend from
her perspective not ours’, changing
emotions and actions instead of erection times and penis size; this is what
I propose.
Wouldn’t it be wonderful to have a pill
that your girlfriend could slip into your
beverage and suddenly you would
be the most caring and thoughtful guy
in the world. You would always think
of her and you always know exactly
what makes her feel better in her time
of need. This pill would also make you
sweet and romantic. You would give

her roses and flowers; you would call
to her from Lower Lot 17 à la Romeo
and you would always make every
meal in the dining halls special. Finally,
this pill will somehow make you 100%
faithful to one and only one girl. Armed
with this pill, girls would be able to
turn any guy in to your own personal
Cyrano.
Now, this amazing boyfriend changing
pill will probably work on the generic
sex-obsessed college guy, but there
are some of us here at Tech that are
far from that stereotype. Some guys
here rarely see the shower, let alone
the light of day because they are in
front of their computers all day long. So
maybe a “Tech-School Supplement”
would sufficiently drag our introverts
out into the wonderful world of dating. This pill would have to increase
skin pigmentation to allow the subject
to travel into the sunlight and not look
pasty. Another feature would have to
somehow biologically get the subject
ready to interact in social situations with
his soon-to-be-girlfriend. With these
features, any CS major or engineer
could be ready for dating.
...see Satisfy on back

After starring at a Lava Lamp for an hour,
everything seems so blurry!

...if you ever want to see your children again!
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Can You Satisfy Your Girlfriend?
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“Never take a blind date to a
silent film. ”
~Geoffrey Parfitt
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...Satisfy from front

Now, that I have proposed a pill
for girls to emotionally change guys,
I have to wonder about the girls.
Why don’t girls have more pills to
satisfy their boyfriends? Well, most
guys want their girlfriend to have
big firm boobs, long silky legs and
the desire to have sex all the time.
So, there should probably be a pill
of that too. It would be easier for a
girl to take a pill when she goes to
sleep and to wake up in the morning
6 inches taller, with perfect figure and
large firm breasts. It would certainly
save tons of time and money when
compared with the alternative of
plastic surgery. This would certainly
help attract some of the altered guys
to any of the altered single girls here
at Tech.
Now, this idea of mystical pills is
insanely superficial. People changing
themselves or their significant other
solely for the purpose of tailor-mak-
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ing them to your needs where they
are sexual, emotional or intellectual
in nature. Let’s try and get girlfriends
and boyfriends who meet our initial
criteria for what we would like in a
significant other, instead of trying to
rely on the pills that these emails tell
me of.
*Editor’s Note: My criteria: nice face,
pretty eyes, <140 lbs, nice boobs
and butt are preferable, must be
able to cook and clean and enjoys
the bedroom.

...Secret Stash from front

pay these people with money, but
brownies. This way the business will
continue to make money off these
new employees as well.

beware. ‘Fudge’n guy’ has been
known to eat small children, midgets
and vegetarians. A side note, watch
out for the Kool-Aid guy at the local
Mino’s (if you go there you will get
this). OH YEAH!

Daily Bull Considered
“Conflict of Interest”
By Andrew McInnes ~ Daily Bull

In a stunning turn of events, it seems
that the official status of the Daily
Bull within the vast bureaucratic
wasteland of the inefficient (remember that 5 million dollars, anyone?)
and sprawling behemoth known
as Michigan Tech has been upped
from “vague nuisance” to “conflict of
interest.” This reclassification came as
a complete shock to Editor-in Chief
Dave “Desiree” Klemens, as he had
been otherwise busy lobbying to
become Homecoming Queen (be
sure to vote for him… ahh… her…
by the way).

Owners are starting to fear breakins over people wanting more after
hours. To combat the fear of drunkards, hours have been extended
into the wee hours of the morning.
Another way the owners are making
sure to get customers in the door is
by installing a burlesque pole out in
the carryout area. What tech student
wouldn’t come and see that? It is “It’s, like, weird,” said one member
thought that the owner’s wife may of the Bull, speaking on strict terms
have some problems with this part, of anonymity.
go figure, eh.
Apparently, the controversy arose
With all the extra sales at Mino’s regarding a certain individual who
the plan is to put Little Scissors and is not and never was a writer for
Pizza Da Hut straight out of busi- the Daily Bull, but who has strangely
ness. With all these new tactics in written an endearingly large number
place it will only be a matter of time of funny little stories that we’ve pubbefore Mino’s puts the ultimate plan lished time and again. As we said,
into action. Taking over the world. this person, whose name the Bull has
‘Fudge’n guy’ is already out spread- been forbidden to utter in any way,
ing the gospel and leaving a mess in shape, or form (since, after all, this
the wake. ‘Fudge’n guy has already person is not and never was associleft his mark at the local Mino’s, so ated in any way, shape, or form with

the Daily Bull), has put his name on
indeed a great many hastily written
and sloppily edited stories, which
we have for some reason or other felt
necessary to print (this should in no
way imply to you, the Reader, that this
individual is or ever was associated
with the Daily Bull in any way, shape,
or form whatsoever). This delightful little contradiction has been lost
upon the muscle-bound thugs that
have strangely taken up to attending
Daily Bull meetings, who have mostly
been seen wearing the uniforms
of the Ministry of Astronomy and
Planetary Segregation Corrections
Department, and the last person to
have pointed out aforesaid logical
contradiction has not been seen for
some days now (we would like to
take this opportunity to remind the
Reader that the main function of the
Ministry’s Corrections Department
has recently been to squelch vicious
and scientifically unfounded rumors
that the dwarf planetoid L-48871beta is, in fact, the ninth planet in our
solar system, alias ‘Pluto.’ Any persons
caught perpetuating aforesaid rumor
is to be immediately reported to Public Safety for mandatory processing
and resocialisation). We have tried,
not only to discover the whereabouts
of this person, but to talk some sense
into these muscle-bound thugs, but

this turned out to be as dangerous as
it was futile; Editor-in-Chief Klemens
is still nursing a broken tailbone and
hyper extended pinkies.
Why this person, whom we cannot
and will not name, as they are not, nor
ever have been part of the Daily Bull,
has suddenly become such a hotly
contested issue between ourselves
and the mighty bureaucratic leviathan
of MTU is distinctly beyond our powers of reasoning, especially since we
realise and acknowledge that this
person is not and never has been
associated with us in any manner in
person or print whatsoever.
However, we all must admit that this
new level of notoriety is somewhat
enjoyable, as it raises our stature to
that of the MTU Competition Rifle
Team, which, we would like to add,
has shooting hours on Monday from
6-8 pm, Wednesdays from 8-11 pm,
Fridays from 4-8 pm, and Saturdays
from 12-5 pm (first timers shoot free;
for more info email Zach at mtucrt@
mtu.edu). As we at the Daily Bull are
hoping to continue to possess this
new-found badge of honor, we hope
that you, dear Reader, would like to
join us in our new quest to become
a justifiable Nuisance! Join us, or die!
England PREVAILS!!!!!!!!!1

